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fengll Fishing tools

(3 reviews)

Item Code: fengll Fishing tools

Description Reviews Shipping & Payment

weight 0.00 g

long 42 Cm

width 5 Cm

high 5 Cm

volume weight 257.71 g

The complete set is designed for novices and includes robust accessories for fishing. You don't need
to buy other accessories from anywhere to use. Perfect elasticity, high-quality carbon fiber and glass
fiber mix, make your fishing rod durable. High toughness stainless steel metal bracket, smooth and
easy to dissipate ceramic guide eye design. 
[Various choices and fishing types]-Catch fish from a range of 7 feet (about 2.1 meters) or more. Its
main body design and 24 tons of Toray carbon block make it more powerful and durable. With this
product, you can easily catch fish weighing up to 10 pounds (about 4.5 kg). This type of fishing rod
will also help you fish in salt water and fresh water. Target fish species: bass, trout, barley, crab. 
[Easy to pack and travel]-This can be easily packed into backpacks and suitcases. The telescopic length
is less than 45 cm. It is light and portable. The segmented handle structure reduces the weight of the
rod and makes the rod reach a good balance. The portability will ease you You can easily put it in the
corner of your backpack. 
Perfect elasticity, high-quality carbon fiber and glass fiber mix, make your fishing rod durable. The
stainless steel hooded fishing reel seat is resistant to seawater corrosion; the EVA pore grip is
comfortable to wear. The telescopic fishing rod can be carried, and the tightened length design is
convenient to carry. Power: medium; extended handle. 
Instant anti-reversal; equipped with power drive gear, strong and tough. Deep aluminum spool,
double color and single thread hole; short body, large spool and large thread capacity. Gear ratio:
5.2:1. 
We love our customers and offer a 12-month warranty. If you have any questions, please contact us
first, and our customer service will solve it for you as soon as possible.
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Product Review

By Uriel Hartman

2021-02-26 11:36:10

Fishing tools

Very good fishing rod! This is the best telescopic rod I’ve used even after about 10 bass and a 9lb bass as pictured the rod he
lp up and stayed together. The reel was really smooth with the 12 bearings it has in it. If you are looking for a rod that is good
for traveling this is the one!

By Richard Henderson

2021-02-26 11:36:06

Fishing tools

I bought this to keep in my semi truck because im an OTR truck driver. This kit is impressive. Small, light weight and compact. I
was blown away by the quality of the rod and reel. Perfect for anyone that travels or just wants to keep a rod in the truck witho
ut all the space.

By Ramiro Fitzpatrick

2021-02-26 11:36:00

Fishing tools

I bought the rod to have a lightweight casual rod I could quickly take with me. The telescoping feature is critical to that. The se
cond time I ever extended the rod, it refused to collapse back down again. Whatever twist and lock mechanisms wore out- in j
ust 2 uses- locking the rod in an extended position at one eye and constantly collapsing at the others.
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Payment Methods:
FECSHOP.com accepts PayPal, Credit Card, Western Union and Wire Transfer as secure payment methods:

Global:

1. PayPal

1) Login To Your Account or use Credit Card Express. 
2) Enter your Card Details, the order will be shipped to your PayPal address. And click "Submit". 
3) Your Payment will be processed and a receipt will be sent to your email inbox.

2. Credit Card

1) Choose your shipping address OR create a new one. 
2) Enter your Card Details and click "Submit". 
3) Your Payment will be processed and a receipt will be sent to your email inbox.
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